Travesty

This book is hilarious, quirky and
completely out of left field, said somebody.
From debut author Hayden Bradford
comes a rip roaring yarn which could be
the funniest book published this year.
Travesty is an unashamedly hilarious tale
of a bloke so hard done by in his life, he
could only have been born from the
imagination of another bloke. His mother
named him Travesty as she believed his
birth signalled the beginning of one long,
drawn out disaster for her. But without
warning, Travestys life comes to an abrupt
and ridiculously funny end. He is then
delivered to Heaven. How does that happen
to an atheist? Hitch yourself a ride on
Travestys crazy journey on Earth and in
Heaven! You know when you are sitting
alone laughing out loud you have a classic.
Great laugh, said another someone. The
Prophecies of Chapter One: - If Jesus does
return, remind him that the Romans did
him in; no sense in anyone else taking the
rap. - Do not read the Bible to young
children. It has scary bits in it. - Do not
upset bald men unless youre wearing a
bear-protective suit. - If you are in the
woors and you happen to see a bald man in
a bear-protective suit, keep your wits about
you. - The next time you go to church, take
your own plate and ask for a donation. Bald men in the woods should wear hats
and put sunscreen on their heads. - If youre
enjoying nature by walking in the
mountains and you see a bush on fire, trust
me, it isnt God. Do the right thing, put it
out or call the Fire Brigade. - Just to be
sure, before you extinguish the fire, you
could ask the bush if it IS God. If God is
true, you probably dont want to piss him
off with a burst of cold water. - Stupid
people are put on Earth to help entertain
the rest of us. - Thank God for stupid
people.
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23 synonyms of travesty from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 70 related words, definitions, and antonyms. Find
another word for travesty.A travesty is a cheap mockery, usually of something or someone serious, such as a travesty of
justice. A travesty is a silly imitation, like a tall young man dressed up like a little old lady.Define travesty. travesty
synonyms, travesty pronunciation, travesty translation, English dictionary definition of travesty. n. pl. travesties 1. A
debased ortravesty, noun : something that is shocking, upsetting, or ridiculous because it is not what it is supposed to be
a debased, distorted, or grossly inferior.Define travesty (noun) and get synonyms. What is travesty (noun)? travesty
(noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.A travesty is an absurd or grotesque
misrepresentation, a parody, or grossly inferior imitation. In literary or theatrical contexts it may refer to: Burlesque, a
literarySynonyms for travesty at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for
travesty.a grotesque or debased likeness or imitation: a travesty of justice. a literary or artistic burlesque of a serious
work or subject, characterized by grotesque or ludicrous incongruity of style, treatment, or subject matter. - Meaning of
travesty and a memory aid (called Mnemonic) to retain that meaning for long time in our memory. - 2 min - Uploaded
by TruthBeTold[FREE] TRAVESTY Future x Nav x Travis Scott Type Beat (prod. Bravestarr) - Duration: 4:42
Travesty is the product of three people joining forces to make intelligent, quality Drum and Bass. Our influenc.
Manchester. 68 Tracks. 1689 Followers. StreamTravesty definition: If you describe something as a travesty of another
thing, you mean that it is a very bad Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.The definition of a travesty is
an imitation that is grossly incorrect. An example of travesty is a production of Shakespeares Romeo and Juliet that
makes the playMeaning: literary burlesque of a serious work, from adjective meaning dressed so as to be made
ridiculous, parodied, burlesqued See more definitions.Definition of travesty noun in Oxford Advanced Learners
Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms andtravesty (plural
travesties) A battlefield trial is a travesty of justice. travesty (third-person singular simple present travesties, present
participle travestying, A travesty is a distorted copy of something, usually intentionally. This is used with ideas and
issues, like justice or peace. A travesty of justicetravesty definition: something that fails to represent the values and
qualities that it is intended to represent, in a way that is shocking or offensive: . Learn more.Definition of travesty. plural
travesties. 1 : a debased, distorted, or grossly inferior imitation. a travesty of justice.Synonyms of travesty misrepresentation, distortion, perversion, corruption, poor imitation. September 16, 2017 a distorted or inferior
imitation The noun travesty, which current evidence dates to the 17th century, comes from the Travesty has farcical
connotations its actually related to transvestite. A disaster that could be described as a farce or a degraded imitation
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